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Spring Landscaping Ideas that Pay Off
Spring landscaping season has finally arrived, and it is time to look at what you can do to increase the
appeal of your home’s exterior. Making calculated decisions about your landscaping is very important;
that way, you do not spend too much money in one area of home improvement, but you are still able to
make improvements to your outdoor area. Landscape designs can increase your home’s resale value by
20 percent, so landscaping is definitely a good decision.
You should invest around 10 percent of your home’s total value in landscape design. This can be done
in either soft-scape renovations, like the installation of plants, shrubs and trees, or more hard-scape
renovations, such as patios, stonewalls and walkways. Some of the best hardscape landscape
renovations, in terms of resale value, include exterior lighting, property fencing, gardens, pathways,
fire pits, decks, and patios.
Make sure to consult with a trusted landscaper before beginning any project. You will need to design a
plan for project area so you do not accidentally mess up the current area or invest too much money on
the wrong project. The most common projects to consider for your spring landscape include trees,
patios, ponds, and outdoor lighting.
Spring landscaping could be the crucial selling point for your home, so it is important to choose which
soft-scape and hard-scape projects in which you want to invest. A landscape professional will usually
know which ones work best to balance budget and design, so work with them to ensure the best layout
for your spring landscape project.
Here at D&D Mulch and Landscape, we have already begun to schedule spring projects, so we urge
you to contact us as soon as you decide to renovate your outdoor landscape. Our landscape team can
always be reached at landscape@ddmulch.com, and you can contact your closest location by dialing 1
(800) Mulch-Pro and inputting your 5-digit zip code.
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